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ABOUT ME
I’m Andrea, i LOVE to solve problems.
I like to analyze situations from different perspectives, to find the best solution for quality and efficiency.
I’m interested in all the latest in technology, and i also often wander with my mirrorless camera.

EXPERIENCE
2020

Frontend Development @ Prima Assicurazioni (Milan)
I had the challenging opportunity to join Prima.it as a frontend developer, in the product
development division.
I worked in a multidisciplinary team, with an extremely agile development process, and deep
functional programming expertise.
I was also given the opportunity to work first hand on a huge project with a complex lifecycle
organization, scaled onto multiple teams and multiple technologies.

2016
2020

Frontend web development @ Develon Digital (Vicenza / Milan)

2015

Internship @ San Marco Informatica (Vicenza)

I built the frontend experience of websites and web applications, and worked in many different fields such as e-commerce platforms, corporate and product websites.
I developed products with different backend technologies, such as Ruby on Rails, NodeJS and
PHP and worked with the team to transition the frontend approach from a server templated
one to client rendered web applications, with Vue JS.
I implemented server prerendering solutions and server side rendering, alongside careful
optimizations on projects to improve both application and search engine indexing performances.
I worked on projects with both high availability and high security requirements, and on immersive customer experiences.
Also contributed to open source components which we used in our projects.

I took an internship at San Marco Informatica before my graduation, where i was assigned to
the frontend team.
San Marco informatica develops ERPs to support company processes.
There, i developed a Java API to interface with a SQL database, to retrieve project management data (such as resource assignments and workload data) which i visualized into an
Angular JS application.

EDUCATION
2016

SKILLS

Bachelor degree

HTML5

Computer Science Bachelor Degree,
Università degli Studi di Padova, Padova IT

AMP

CSS
Git

Webpack

ES6
NodeJS

React

Vue

Nuxt

PostCSS
Svelte

Rails
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